.Solutions you need

Adenso.ToolCloud
Manage & monitor your equipment

The Adenso.ToolCloud manages and monitors
all Adenso.Solutions from the start of the
project to ongoing production.
After collecting throughput-relevant data
including reliability, error rate and utilisation,
it uses numerous evaluation functions to analyse
the data and display it graphically to provide
optimum customer benefit.
At a glance, you can identify action points,
find underused resources and objectively
determine the effectiveness of measures.

All relevant machine information is available online on all
display devices. Flexible access from anywhere is a feature
of the entire product life cycle.
Apps add specific functions and structure: For example,
the eDocs.App provides all equipment-related documents.
The RampUp.App provides support for commissioning,
acceptance and servicing. Administrative tasks are
reduced; all check lists, work instructions and software
updates are available from a central location at all times.
The OpenIssues.App enables a greatly shortened
acceptance process. It manages open issues,
responsibilities, deadlines and priorities: Experience
shows time and costs savings of up to 30%.
The Monitoring.App provides an overview of all important
ongoing equipment data. KPIs, RAM values and alarms are
logged and can be reported using freely definable responsibilities, time periods, parameters and channels if desired.
The maintenance system for the equipment is
implemented in the Maintenance.App. Service intervals
and maintenance are stored and tracked here.
The SoftwareCenter.App enables the integration and
management of the software for all device types.
The European Adenso.ToolCloud is applied Industry 4.0.
This Adenso.Solution fully exploits the potential of
digitalisation for efficient industrial production –
from equipment construction and implementation to
monitoring the ongoing production.

“Thanks to its ToolCloud, Adenso has transformed,
in a simple and helpful way, the Internet of Things
into something that can be understood and experienced,” says W. Weinrich, project manager at Bühler AG.

www.ToolCloud.solutions
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